We show how any dataset of any modality (time-series, images, sound...) can be approximated by a wellbehaved (continuous, differentiable...) scalar function with a single real-valued parameter. Building upon elementary concepts from chaos theory, we adopt a pedagogical approach demonstrating how to adjust this parameter in order to achieve arbitrary precision fit to all samples of the data. Targeting an audience of data scientists with a taste for the curious and unusual, the results presented here expand on previous similar observations [1] regarding expressiveness power and generalization of machine learning models.
Real world data comes in huge variety of shapes and sizes with modalities ranging from traditional structured database schemas to unstructured media sources such as video feeds and audio recordings. Nevertheless, any dataset can ultimately be thought of as a list of numerical values X = [x 0 , · · · , x n ] describing the data content regardless of the underlying modality. The purpose of this paper is to show that all the samples of any arbitrary dataset X can be reproduced by a simple differentiable equation:
where α ∈ R is a real-valued parameter to be learned from the data and x ∈ [0, · · · , n] takes integer values.
(τ ∈ N is a constant which effectively controls the desired level of accuracy). Before delving into the logic of how and why f α is able to achieve such a lofty goal, let us start by a few practical demonstrations. Keeping with the tradition of "fitting an elephant" [2] , we start by showing how different animal shapes may be generated by choosing appropriate values of α as displayed in Figure 1 . where each x ∈ N is associated with a corresponding y value given by y ≡ f α (x). One goal of the paper will be to show how to find the precise value of α ∈ R required to fit any target dataset. Following this demonstration that f α can generate any kind of doodle-like drawing, let us continue with a literal "Hello world" example in order to further illustrate the capabilities of the approach. Namely, we show in Figure 2 how a well-chosen value of α may be used to produce a complex high-dimensional acoustic signal encoding the actual expression "Hello world"! Moving on to the connection with data science, let us consider the data modality that has emerged as the epicenter of the current explosion of interest in deep learning: images. Along with the advent of specialized hardware and smarter neural network architectures, it is widely acknowledged that the availability of very large labeled training data has been one of the most important factor responsible for the perceived computer vision "coming-of-age" as manifested by a myriad of academic breakthroughs and integration into successful commercial applications. In this context, the CIFAR-10 dataset continues to stand as one influential yardstick measuring the performance of new learning algorithms. Because of the small resolution of the images, this dataset also serves as a popular research playground. Accordingly, we demonstrate in Figure 3 that it is always possible to find values of α such that f α builds up artificial images that mirror the categories of CIFAR-10.
Model complexity and generalization?
A fundamental question in machine learning research has to do with the evaluation of "model capacity" and its connection to the presumed existence of generalization (even in strongly overparametrized models). Traditional approaches tend to fall in categories such as VC dimension and Rademacher complexity... Nevertheless, in the absence of a generic theoretical framework valid for modern deep learning architectures, it is not uncommon for practitioners to simply count the number of parameters and treat it as a proxy for expressiveness power; an approach somehow inspired by classical information theory based estimators such as AIC and BIC.
The examples above have demonstrated that an elegant model f α with a simple and differentiable formulation (composition of a few trigonometric and exponential functions) is able to produce any kind of semantically-relevant scatter plot, audio or visual data (text may also be constructed using an identical approach) at the cost of a single real-valued parameter. Without yet revealing all the tricks, one aspect should already be obvious by now: all the information is directly encoded, without any compression or "learning", into α ∈ R. As mathematical objects, real numbers are non-terminating and therefore contain an infinite amount of information (in particular, they should not be confused with whatever finite-precision data types programming languages may implement) [3] . As such, no generalization can be expected from f α and indeed we conclude the paper by showing this explicitly in the context of time-series in Figure 9 .
In addition to casting doubts on the validity of parameter-counting methods and highlighting the importance of complexity bounds based on Occam's razor such as minimum description length (that trade off goodness-of-fit with expressive power), we hope that f α may also serve as entertainment for curious data scientists [4] . Figure 3 : Small resolution images are generated by applying f α for 3072 integer-spaced arguments in N. Folding the resulting list of numerical values appropriately into 3d arrays of shapes 32 × 32 × 3 allows one to produce color images that look like they were drawn from the CIFAR-10 classes: {airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, truck}.
Setting up a few essential building blocks. After revealing that α directly encodes the entire dataset X into a single parameter, the rest of the paper will be dedicated to showing how to construct α ∈ R and its companion decoder function f α . In order to do this, we need to lay out a couple of conceptual tools upon which the whole trick is based.
a) Fixed-point binary representation Without loss of generality, we focus on real numbers α ∈ [0, 1] in the unit interval. Since the integral part is identically null, the fractional part of any such α can be expressed as an infinite vector of coefficients a i = {0, 1} where each coefficient is paired with a weight 1/2 i as illustrated by:
Converting this binary representation of α to its equivalent decimal counterpart is accomplished by evaluating the following infinite-sum expression:
Unfortunately, existing data warehouse solutions can only store a finite (however large) amount of information and cannot handle the infinite memory requirements imposed by mathematical real numbers in R. Instead, one has to decide on a threshold to approximate real numbers thereby resulting in a finite τ -bit expansion:
Truncation to finite τ -bit precision (τ = 8)
Discretization of the unit interval into 2 τ =8 = 256 uniformly spaced representable numbers.
Empirical data points are rounded off to the nearest available number in this fixed-point representation.
The equivalent decimal value is obtained by evaluating the now-finite sum:
This approximation is completely faithful only in the degenerate case where all components a n≥τ +1 ≡ 0. As soon as one of these components is non-zero α approx always underestimates the true value α. In the worst case scenario, all the neglected components are a n≥τ +1 ≡ 1 showing that the error is bounded by:
This type of uniform discretization of the reals is referred to as a "fixed-point" representation to be contrasted with "floating-point" numbers that can represent both large and small reals in a reasonable amount of storage using a system similar to scientific notation. Let us mention, in passing, that with the surge of compute-intensive workloads based on neural networks, research towards reducing hardware overhead has also sparked a renewed wave of interest in alternative number representations such as the "logarithmic number system" [5] ... b) Chaos theory The second (and last) prerequisite consists of a particularly simple incarnation of a onedimensional discrete dynamical system known as the "dyadic transformation". Given a variable α k ∈ [0, 1] at time-step k, its evolution at time-step k + 1 is defined by:
Stepping away from decimal representation and moving over to binary form helps reveal the underlying behavior of D (illustrated graphically in Figure 4 ). Indeed, in this representation, multiplication by 2 can be interpreted as a simple shift of the whole bit sequence defining α k by a single bit in the leftwise direction. In addition, the modulo operation ensures that every bit coming over on to the left-side of the radix point gets turned into a 0 thereby ensuring that α k+1 remains in the unit interval. Because of this property, the dyadic transformation is sometimes referred to as the "bit-shift" map. As an example, let us consider τ = 8 significant bits and denote by · · · · · · · · · the infinite sequence of random bits that follow. Iterated applications of D can be understood as an accumulation of leftwise bit-shifts:
Multiplication by 2 means that iterated applications of D progressively shift the fractional part of the binary representation of α k ; the integral part is always 0 because of the mod operation.
In addition to clarifying the bit-shift property of the dyadic transformation, this visualization nicely brings to light the fundamental mechanism responsible for the onset of chaotic dynamics: each iteration of D leads to the loss of 1 bit of information. After τ iterations all the significant bits of α k have been lost and we are left with an infinite sequence of random bits. In other words, the time evolution of α k depends very strongly on its least significant bits: a hallmark of chaos known as sensitivity to initial conditions.
Encoder/decoder strategies. Let us consider a dataset X = [x 0 , · · · , x n ] composed of a sequence of samples whose values have been normalized to lie in the unit interval. Any data source, regardless of the underlying dimensionality or modality, can be collapsed into such a list of numerical values and min-max normalized so that whatever pre-processing procedure one may need to apply to the raw data does not impose any restrictions on our approach (as demonstrated before by the illustrative examples for scatter plots, sound, images...).
Already, combining the fixed-point binary representation of real numbers along with the dyadic transformation allows us to construct a straightforward encoding/decoding strategy that is able to reproduce all the samples of X up to an arbitrary degree of precision using a single parameter in R (section 1). Because of its lack of sophistication, this strategy won't be able to explain the elegant expression f α displayed at the very beginning of the paper. Nevertheless, it will serve as a conceptual scaffolding upon which our second strategy will be heavily based. Uncovering the origin of f α will require the introduction a few more theoretical tools from chaos theory: logistic maps and the concept of topological conjugacy. Blending these new ingredients on top of the blueprint laid out in the first construction will finally reveal how the differentiable model f α comes about (section 2).
Building the scaffolding
The idea is almost embarrassingly simple... Start by encoding all the values of X into a long binary string and convert it to its decimal representation. Use this number α 0 ∈ R as the initial condition for the dyadic transformation. Because of its bit-shift property, iterated applications of D can be used to decode one-by-one all the components of X .
Construction of the initial condition
We start by converting all the values [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] of X into their binary representation truncated to the first τ significant bits.
Convert all samples to fixed-point binary representation with τ bits of precision
Next, we concatenate all the samples together so that the entire dataset is "flattened" into a long binary string composed of ∼ nτ bits. Notice how we associate the binary coefficients with weights of decreasing significance according to their order of appearance in X .
Thanks to this encoding scheme, the bits corresponding to x 0 bin occupy the first τ dominant weights ensuring that α 0 is already a good approximation to the value of the first sample:
The error bound is explained in the introductory paragraph on fixed-point binary representations.
Decimal precision requirements
Converting α 0 ∈ [0, 1] to its equivalent decimal representation is achieved by evaluating the expression:
Conceptually, this summation can be partitioned into blocks which are color-coded according to the level of significance they represent in the original binary representation of α 0 . Each block encodes the value x j of a particular sample corrected by a multiplicative factor determined by the order in which sample j appears in the
Since all further arithmetic operations will exclusively be performed in decimal representation, it is important to answer the following question: How many digits of decimal precision does one need to keep in order to have the capacity to represent all the information contained in the original construction of α 0 as a long binary string? Let us denote by p bin the level of binary precision (number of bits) targeted. This means that we aim to describe numbers with a numerical precision of at least 1/2 p bin . Therefore the required level of decimal precision p dec is determined by: 1 10
Unsurprisingly, decimal representation requires less digits than would otherwise be necessary in binary to achieve the same level of numerical precision. Intuitively, this can be attributed to the fact the decimal representation of a real number can be expanded over a larger set of base digits {0, · · · , 9} instead of just {0, 1} in binary form.
With typical numbers such as n = 1000 data points and an accuracy of τ = 8 bits of precision for each sample, we need to faithfully encode p bin ≈ 8000 bits of information which corresponds to p dec ≈ 2400 significant decimal digits. Obviously, this level of precision goes way beyond the traditional IEEE floating-point standard and other common data types offered by host programming languages. Therefore, actual implementation of the algorithm requires the use of external libraries to perform arbitrary-precision arithmetic operations.
Decoding using the dyadic transformation
Going back to the definition of D in eq.(2), it is easy to see that multiple iterated applications of the dyadic transformation kτ times on the initial condition α 0 leads to a new value α k which is given by:
As will be demonstrated below, this expression for α k is indeed able to reproduce all the datapoints of X .
With k = 0, we have seen that α 0 is already a good approximation to the first sample of our dataset. In order to see how the remaining datapoints can also be extracted using D, it is helpful to mentally go back to the binary representation in which the dyadic transformation can be seen as a simple leftwise bit-shift. Note that this logic is only presented as a visual guide and that α's are calculated directly in decimal basis. Accordingly, let us start by looking at k = 1 so that the first iterate α 1 corresponds to:
showing that the second sample is recovered by τ successive applications of D on our carefully crafted initial condition:
Moving on to k = 2, we have:
confirming that the third sample of X is indeed reproduced:
Generalizing, it is clear that iterating the dyadic transformation nτ times removes away all the bits of α 0 leaving only its (initally) most subdominant contribution (now dominant) which was constructed as the sequence of τ bits encoding the last sample:
thereby completing our demonstration that the entire dataset X can be decoded by eq. (3):
Summary in code
Let us finish this section by showing how the algorithm described above can be implemented very easily in just a few lines of code. (Helper functions to convert between binary and decimal representations, using a default value of τ = 8, as well as the construction of a dataset X composed of 50 random numbers in the unit interval are provided in appendix A.)
The first step consists in looping over the dataset to approximate the decimal values of all of its samples with their τ -bit binary representations. This transformation of
n bin ] is achieved by using the helper function decimalToBinary (which internally invokes the dyadic transformation implemented as dyadicMap below). Appending these τ -long binary strings all together by order of appearance in X (denoted in code as xs) leads to the initial condition α 0 (denoted in code as binaryInitial). Since X ≡ xs is composed of 50 samples represented in binary with τ = 8 bits of precision, we can verify that the initial condition binaryInitial requires 50 × 8 = 400 bits of precision.
# xs : L i s t [ f l o a t ] i s t h e d a t a s e t i n s t a n t i a t e d
Converting this initial condition from its binary form into its corresponding decimal representation is achieved by invoking the binaryToDecimal helper function. 3 9 9 0 6 0 6 8 2 8 0 4 9 1 6 3 0 1 1 9 6 7 6 2 7 2 6 0 8 7 1 2 9 9 0 1 6 5 2 7 4 6 0 7 2 7 9 7 2
As can be verified from the complete value of α 0 ≡ decimalInitial, one needs to keep about ≈ 120 decimal digits of precision. Next, we implement the decoding function α k ≡ dyadicDecoder. It is important to recognize that the multiplication between α 0 and the k-dependent exponential pre-factor should be understood in the context of "overloading". In particular, this means that the implementation is dispatched to an external library that handles arithmetic operations on arbitrary-precision objects such as decimalInitial (instead of being handled by the native implementations on common data types offered by the host programming language).
Now that we have constructed the initial condition and the decoding function, all the values of the original dataset X can be generated (within a level of precision determined by τ ) one-by-one by applying dyadicDecoder on a range of integer-valued arguments k ∈ [0, · · · , n]. Even though arbitrary-precision numbers were necessary to carry out accurate arithmetic operations on decimalInitial, the components of the resulting list denoted as decodedValues can be downcast to usual floating-point numbers using the built-in float method.
n = l e n ( xs ) 2 d e c o d e d V a l u e s = [ f l o a t ( d y a d i c D e c o d e r ( ) ) f o r i n r a n g e ( n ) ]
As a sanity check, it is interesting to check that the difference between the values [α 0 , α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α n ] produced by our encoding/decoding strategy and the true values from X = [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] satisfy the theoretical error bound |α j − x j | < 1/2 τ captured by normalizedErrors in the code fragment below. 
Applying makeup to the scaffolding
We refer to the strategy described in the previous section as "building the scaffolding". The reason for this choice of terminology is that it feels like the decoding function leaves too much of the bare mechanics exposed. Most objectionable, it relies in plain view on the dyadic transformation and by implication on its bit-shift property. Moreover, the somewhat inelegant modulo operation with its lack of continuity may stand out as a "hair in the soup" in an age where differentiable programming is all the rage.
The purpose of this section is to justify the more aesthetically pleasing formulation f α (x) = sin 2 (2 xτ arcsin √ α) whose accomplishments have already been documented in the introduction as a replacement to the crude decoding function, eq. (3), that we currently have. To do this, we need to introduce two well-known concepts in the context of dynamical systems: the logistic map and the notion of topological conjugacy. It is worth emphasizing that these ingredients will be used simply as a kind of "makeup" on top of an otherwise mostly identical logic to the one presented in the previous section.
Logistic map
Originally introduced as a discrete-time model for population demographics, the logistic map L is a polynomial mapping between a real-valued z k ∈ [0, 1] and its next iterate z k+1 defined by:
Note that we will restrict ourselves to the special case where r = 4. Even if not particularly useful in biology, it turns out that the logistic map exhibits an unexpected degree of complexity [6] . In fact, it is often used nowadays as the archetypal example of how chaotic behavior may arise from simple dynamical equations.
A quick visual comparison of L (as depicted in Figure 6 ) with the dyadic transformation D (illustrated previously in Figure 4 ) suggests that both maps do not have much in common with each other... For example, it is clear that L is continuous and differentiable over the unit interval; smoothness guarantees that stand in stark contrast to the sawtooth shape associated with D. 
Toplogical conjugacy
Let us assume that for a given k ∈ N the value z k of an iterate produced by the logistic map can be linked to some other variable α k through the following change of variable:
Obviously, we will soon try and identify α k as an iterate of the dyadic transformation D defined in eq.(2). For now, let us continue by following the evolution of z k as prescribed by the logistic map. Using the newly-introduced φ, the value of the next iterate z k+1 ≡ L(z k ) can be expressed as:
In order to make a connection, let us recognize that:
due to the periodicity of φ as one can see in Figure 7 . Plugging this result back into the expression for z k+1 and introducing α k+1 ≡ D(α k ) leads to the following identity:
This result is nothing short of astonishing: it proves that although L and D superficially look like very different recurrence relations, it is more appropriate to think of them as topological twins that share identical dynamics. With φ and its inverse φ −1 acting as a bridges between the two topological spaces, this marvelous behavior known as topological conjugacy can be summarized pictorially via the commutative diagram:
In other words, one may decide to study the dynamics of a variable according to the logistic map and never leave this representation but, all the while, think about how this dynamics is equivalently represented in some kind of "parallel universe" where variables evolve according to the dyadic transformation up to a compositional "portal" in the form of φ. Now that we have this remarkable phenomenon in our hands, how can we exploit it to apply makeup to the basic encoding/decoding strategy presented in the previous section?
Construction of the initial condition
Instead of populating the initial condition with direct binary approximations to the components of the original dataset, let us start with a pre-processing step by applying φ −1 to all of the samples of X = [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] before going into a fixed-point binary representation:
Convert all samples from the original data space into fixed-point binary representation with τ bits of precision in the conjugate (dyadic) space
Concatenating all these transformed data points into a long binary string composed of ∼ nτ bits associated with weight factors of decreasing significance factor (see section 1.1) leads to the following initial condition:
which we immediately convert to its corresponding decimal form via
α i /2 i keeping in mind the required number of digits of precision (see section 1.2). Having built α 0 in the conjugate (dyadic) space, it is now time to use topological conjugacy in order to transport this initial condition back out into the original data domain by applying the φ "portal". In other words, we consider an initial condition z 0 defined as:
Because of our careful construction of the first τ significant bits leading to α 0 ≈ φ −1 (x 0 ) and the fact that φ is a homeomorphism, we see that z 0 = φ(α 0 ) ≈ x 0 is a good approximation to the first sample:
The error bound between the generated value z 0 and the true value of the first sample x 0 of X will be explained later in section 2.5 but is already reported here for the sake of completeness.
Decoding using the logistic map
Thanks to the topological conjugacy relationship between the dyadic transformation and the logistic map, we can plug in the solution α k ≡ D kτ (α 0 ) = 2 kτ α 0 mod 1 obtained previously in the dyadic space, see eq.(3), into
. Note that because the codomain of φ is restricted to the unit interval, the modulo operation initially present in α k is not relevant anymore for z k . Finally, we relate the initial condition α 0 constructed above (converted to decimal representation) to its conjugate value z 0 via α 0 = φ −1 (z 0 ) = (arcsin √ z 0 )/2π. All together, the iterated evolution of the logistic map admits an exact solution functionally identical to f α our promised crown jewel that was prophesied on the first page of this paper. Continuing with the notation used here, this decoding function is given by:
We have already seen that the first sample is well approximated with z 0 ≈ x 0 . Because of topological conjugacy, we will now show that all other samples can also be recovered by sampling
To gain more insight into why the dynamics of the logistic map reproduces the remaining samples of X , let us consider the first iteration of z 0 under L. Following the "parallel universe" interpretation of topological conjugacy depicted in the diagram of paragraph 2.2, we see that the first iterate z 1 = L τ (z 0 ) is conjugate to α 1 = D τ (α 0 ). In this conjugate (dyadic) space, the combined effect of τ successive iterations of D results in a leftwise block shift of the first τ bits of the initial condition α 0 . Effectively, the bit sequence that was originally encoding φ −1 (x 0 ) is discarded (moved over the binary point and turned to 0 by the modulo operation) making room for the next sequence of τ bits encoding φ −1 (x 1 ) to become the leading contribution to the numerical value of α 1 .
Thanks to our portal between topological spaces, the data space sample z 1 is conjugate to α 1 ≈ φ −1 (x 1 ) meaning that z 1 = φ(α 1 ) ≈ x 1 . This result confirms that appying eq.(6) with k = 1 leads to:
The error bound will be explained in the next paragraph. Moving on to the second iteration,
which is represented in the conjugate space by:
Once again, invoking topological conjugacy arguments to the observation that α 2 ≈ φ −1 (x 2 ) confirms that the third sample is indeed recovered z 2 = φ(α 2 ) ≈ x 2 by sampling eq.(6) at k = 2. In other words:
Pushing this logic n times, it is clear that the binary representation of α 0 in the conjugate space gets gradually stripped off of all of its leading components finally leaving only the bits corresponding to the last transformed data point of X . In picture:
confirming that φ −1 (x n ), originally constructed as the least signifiant τ bits of the initial condition α 0 , becomes the leading contribution to α n . Therefore z n = φ(α n ) ≈ x n is correctly decoded:
Before moving on to a detailed explanation of the error bound, let us stress how far we have gone: the entire dataset X has been reproduced by the beautiful f α as promised in the introduction!
Error bound: Lipschitz continuity
In order to complete the proof, let us justify the error bound |z j − x j | < π/2 τ −1 between a sample x j drawn from the dataset X and its corresponding approximation z j = sin 2 2 jτ arcsin √ z 0 ≈ x j given by eq.(6) (which is identical to f α shown in the introduction).
According to the mean value theorem, given a function φ differentiable over an interval (a, b), there exists a point ξ ∈ (a, b) in this interval such that φ (ξ) = φ(a) − φ(b) / a − b . Separately, it is easy to verify that the homeomorphism φ, our portal between different topological spaces defined in eq. (5), is Lipschitz continuous: its derivative is bounded by |φ (ξ)| = 2π |sin 4πα| ≤ 2π. Plugging this Lipschitz constant of 2π into the expression of the mean value theorem leads to:
We can now specialize this result to the case where a = α j and b = φ −1 (x j ). Thanks to the topological conjugacy relationship z j = φ(α j ) and the inequality above, we get:
Because φ −1 (x j ) weighs in as the leading contribution to the numerical value of α j (up to its first τ bits), we have α j ≈ φ −1 (x j ) with an error bound α j − φ −1 (x j ) < 1/2 τ (see section 1). Combining this inequality together with the previous one derived above leads to the promised error bound:
This shows that using the logistic map to decode the dataset generates a degradation by a factor of 2π compared to what can be achieved with the more straightforward strategy described in section 1.
Summary in code
Inspired by the previous section, we conclude by showing how the algorithm can easily be implemented in just a few lines of code. (Helper functions to convert between binary and decimal representations, using a default value of τ = 8, as well as the construction of a dataset X composed of 50 random numbers in the unit interval are provided in appendix A.)
We start by applying φ −1 (denoted by phiInv) to all the samples of X and follow by expressing the resulting values as fixed-point precision (defaulted to τ bits) binary numbers. Concatenating all these transformed samples together yields the conjugate initial value α 0 in binary. 18 c o n j u g a t e I n i t i a l = binaryToDecimal ( c o n j u g a t e I n i t i a l b i n a r y ) 19 p r i n t ( ' c o n j u g a t e I n i t i a l = %s ' % c o n j u g a t e I n i t i a l ) 20 21 c o n j u g a t e I n i t i a l = 0 . 1 2 9 5 3 4 0 1 3 8 2 7 7 8 6 9 1 4 5 8 7 8 6 6 9 5 9 1 6 4 1 6 5 4 2 4 7 6 6 2 4 9 0 3 0 8 0 9 0 0 2 7 6 7 3 8 7 5 7 9 0 3 0 5 2 1 1 9 2 3 7 22 7 0 3 8 4 5 8 2 6 6 1 0 9 2 9 0 2 9 1 3 5 3 4 5 4 1 7 8 6 5 9 4 5 3 6 7 6 2 3 6 9 0 9 3 5 2 3 7
As before, the 50 samples require 50 × (τ = 8) = 400 bits of precision which translates to ≈ 120 digits of decimal precision as can be seen respectively in conjugateInitial binary and conjugateInitial.
One peculiarity of having used the φ −1 function is that every τ th bit of conjugateInitial binary is 0. This is because φ −1 (z) < 1/4 , ∀z ∈ [0, 1] as can be gleaned from Figure 7 . Since leading bits are associated with a weight 1/2, the first non-zero bit for real numbers < 1/4 is always the second bit. Although this introduces a detectable redundancy which causes additional ≈ 10% memory requirements, more efficient strategies come at the cost of extra complexity that we do not wish to explore here. The next step consists in transporting the decimal version of the initial condition α 0 ≡ conjugateInitial from the conjugate space to the original data space by using the φ transformation:
1 from mpmath i mpo rt p i a s Pi 2 from mpmath i mpo rt s i n a s S i n As discussed in the code summary of the previous section, all arithmetic operations on z 0 ≡ decimalInitial are overloaded and dispatched to an external library that handles arbitrary-precision operations. Finally, we implement the decoding function logisticDecoder equivalent to the original f α that was obtained in eq. (6) . Sampling at k = [0, · · · , n] builds a list decodedValues that approximates the original dataset X .
1 from mpmath i mpo rt a s i n a s Asin 2 from mpmath i mpo rt s q r t a s S q r t Finally, one may verify that the theoretical error bound of π/2 τ −1 is indeed satisfied by all the datapoints by making sure that normalizedErrors always stays below unity. τ −1 away (represented as the red horizontal dashed line) confirming the error bound derived in the main text. Notice that the error bound is now 2π times larger than the one obtained using the more "naïve" encoding/decoding scheme of section 1.
Data science perspective: what about generalization?
How to think about our wonderful f α (x) = sin 2 (2 xτ arcsin √ α) from the perspective of machine learning? This simple and well-behaved (continuous, differentiable...) function can be "trained" to reproduce any dataset X train (up to an arbitrary level of precision determined by τ ∈ N) by appropriately adjusting a single parameter α ∈ R "learned" from the training data. As a data scientist, an instinctive follow-up question would touch upon the generalization capabilities such a model may have on a previously unseen test dataset X test . This is where the similarity with machine learning ends... As should be clear by now, the parameter α is not really learned from the training data as much as it is explicitly built as an alternative (encoded) representation of X train itself. In other words, the information content of α is identical (i.e. no compression besides a tunable recovery accuracy determined by τ ) to that of X train and the model serves as nothing more than a mechanistic decoder. Building on the previous visualizations, α should be thought of pictorially as:
where the encoded version of the training data is followed by an (infinite) series of random digits. In a way, decoding X train can be seen as probing α at increasing levels of precision. Once all the components of X train (green ellipsis above) have been extracted, we are starting to look at α at a level of precision for which the digits are now random (red ellipsis above). Despite providing an excellent fit to X train , there is no reason to expect f α to provide any kind of generalization to data outside of X train as demonstrated in Figure 9 .
As already hinted at in the introduction, f α puts in perspective the common practice of measuring the complexity of a machine learning model by counting its total number of parameters and suggests that other techniques based on data compression (such as minimum description length...) may be more appropriate. In addition, let us mention that given the huge number of parameters (each encoded as a floating-point number) available in modern deep learning architectures and the ease with which those models are able to fit randomly labeled data [7, 8] , one falls back to a timely and often asked question in machine learning research: How much can the values of the weights of a well-trained neural network be attributed to brute-force memorization of the training data vs. meaningful learning and why do they provide any kind of generalization? where ≈ 230 decimal digits (equivalent to ≈ 760 significant bits in binary) encoding the first 95 daily price values (95 = 760/τ with default fixed-point precision τ = 8 for each sample) are all explicitly provided. If one continues to apply p d beyond the information contained in the significant digits of α, as delimited by the vertical dashed green line, the predictions start to take on random values within the range seen in the "training" phase.
